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MPE hosts major event in Liverpool 
for its distributors around the world

13 of MPE’s territory distributors, 21 people from 13 different 
countries, participated in a major event at MPE at the end of June 
2015 with a packed programme. The agenda included updates 
on MPE’s strategy and recent investments, a facility tour, practical 
training on products and testing methods, a new products session 
including hands-on demonstrations, the MPE Distributor Awards 
and various social activities.

During the event, MPE took the opportunity to ‘walk’ the assembled 
group through both its engineering and manufacturing processes 
in some detail, to achieve a better understanding of the meticulous 
steps taken by MPE when answering enquiry requests or meeting 
production orders. In addition MPE updated the group on six new 
product developments, fi nishing with a practical demonstration of 
the newest one. Other demonstrations were conducted to show 
MPE’s high voltage, insertion loss, temperature rise and pre-
compliance testing.

Distributor Awards were presented in three categories, and the 
winners and runners-up were as follows:

Top Distributor Award

Winner – Norshield (Norway)
Runner-Up – Euromip (France)

Individual Project Success

Winner – Technical Sales Solutions (USA)
Runner-Up – Eretec Inc. (South Korea)

The distributor group on its memorable visit to MPE. Back row, left to right: 
Erich Thomich – Electrade, Dieter Muehlberger – Electrade, Avi Pines – Aviem, 
Roberto Picker – Ampere, John Parsons – MPE, Tom Griffi n – Technical Sales 
Solutions, Marcin Hamberg – Radiotechnika, David Seabury – MPE, John van 
Leeuwen – Accelonix, Neil Murthy – Strongfi eld, Terry Murch – Technical Sales 
Solutions, Cenzig Karaosmanoglu – IMCA. Front row, left to right: Keijo Hokkanen 
– Amitronic, Dave Feng – EMtrek, Fred Morelli – Euromip, John Jephcott – MPE, 
Janina Nowak – Radiotechnika, Kelly Cho – Eretec, Jong-Nam Kim – Eretec, 
Young In Na – Eretec, Jun Sun Park – Eretec, Cemal Alpay – IMCA.

Group of MPE distributors tour Liverpool Football Club, 
Anfi eld

A practical demonstration for distributors in the 
laboratory at MPE

One of the company presentations to distributors at 
MPE
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Sales Growth Award

Winner – Radiotechnika Marketing (Poland)
Runner-Up – IMCA Elektronik (Turkey)

Included in the busy programme of social activities, MPE hosted 
three dinners for the distributors, the last of which was in the 
Panoramic 34 restaurant, on the 34th fl oor of Liverpool’s 40-storey 
West Tower, the third tallest building in the UK outside of London.

Trips for the distributors as a group included a river cruise on 
the Mersey and a tour of Anfi eld, the iconic stadium of Liverpool 
Football Club.

David Seabury, Managing Director of MPE, commented: “Not 
only did the event allow us to celebrate the company’s 90th 
anniversary with our partners from around the world, but it also 
provided a great forum to increase our partners’ knowledge of 
recent changes and improvements, from both a company and 
a product perspective. From feedback that has been received 
after the event, it is clear that we got the balance of work and 
celebrations just right – and that our distributors have gone away 
enthused and reinvigorated regarding MPE and our products.”

Visiting the historic Royal Liver Building at Pier Head on 
the Liverpool waterfront

The venue for the fi nal dinner of the MPE distributor 
event was the Panoramic 34 restaurant high up in the 
40-storey Liverpool West Tower. Seated around the 
table, clockwise from front bottom, left to right, are: 
Janina Nowak – Radiotechnika, Dave Feng – EMtrek, 
Cindy Fang – EMtrek, Jan Nalborczyk – MPE, Jun Sun 
Park – Eretec, Young In Na – Eretec, Keijo Hokkanen 
– Amitronic, John Parsons – MPE, Jong-Nam Kim – 
Eretec.

A convivial evening at Liverpool’s Albert Dock enjoyed 
with gusto by everyone


